Iraqi parliament without a chief since about 2 months ago:
Due to disagreement among members of Iraqi parliament to choosing new chief for
their parliament to replace their resigned former chief, Mr. Mohmood Al-Mashhdani
who resigned since about two months ago, so they couldn't choose till now a new
chief for their parliament. According to the Iraqi constitution, so, that a chief of
parliament should be Sunni Arabic, republic president should be Kurdish and Prime
Minister should be Shiite Arabic.
members of Iraqi parliament are represent different political alliances and parties
where more prominent of these alliances is Iraqi unified alliance which contains most
prominent Islamic Shiite parties, that were living in Iran during a period of Saddam's
regime rule, such as Daawa Islamic party led by PM Nori Al-Maliki and supreme
Islamic council led by Mullah Abid Al-Aziz Al-Hakim (followed to Iran).
Iraqi politicians compete on occupying important political positions in government or
parliament uncaring to suffering of millions of Iraqis who inherited different
economical, social and security problems due to previous wars Iraq has seen during
29 years ago while Iraq has been seeing a big state of the depression in economical,
social, industrial and educational sectors since Saddam's regime fall back in 2003 due
to security chaos which did spread through out Iraq, followed Saddam's regime fall,
and delayed the tasks of reconstruction the infrastructure damaged on account of the
last war, US performed on Iraq to removal Saddam's regime in addition to subverting,
plundering and looting acts different terrorist and criminal groups performed against
Iraqi community and establishments of Iraqi state without discrimination between
what is public or private using the absence of law and security forces (such as police
and domestic intelligence) in the period which followed getting in the US troops to
Iraq back in 2003. that absence of Iraqi security forces and leaving Iraqi external
borders open for aliens without protection and supervision after Saddam's regime fall
were the vital factors that helped greatly in degrading the security situation in the
country and created abnormal state of non-stabilization and absence of law power
throughout Iraq which gave the opportunity to the criminals and terrorists coming
from inside or outside of Iraq to carrying out their criminal aggressions against Iraqi
community and its governmental establishments.
Iraqi people's state is pathetical while Iraqi politicians are busy in
I
struggle on getting their personal interests through using political positions in
government or parliament leaving their fellow Iraqi citizens suffer of high level of
unemployment, ignorance and poverty and uncaring for their that bad state.
Sincerely Yours,
Hussein
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